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AN INVESTiaATION OF THli; STRESSES

TIT

LINKS WI'l'H ELLIPT'ICAL /JTD OVAL' CENTER-LINES

I. OBJECTS OF THE INVESTiaATION.

1. The Invftstigatlons contRin<^d in this Thesis have been made with

the following objects in viow:

|

a. To ascertain the ntresses actually induced In linkr- of various,

forms,with and '/rithout restraining r-tuds,when r.uoh links are subject ejl

to the action of external forces.

b. To conpare links of different form as regards strength, and thus

to determine the form of link that will give maximum strength; in
il

i!

particular to conoare the relative strengths of open links and stud

links

o

c. To derive from the results thus ottained 'vvorking formulas for the

loading of chains of the ordinary commercial sizes, and to compare

these formulas with the formulas now in vogue-
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II. PRKVTOUS INVESTIGATIONS.
I

j

2, The invftr.tlGfitlon of the stresses in 'links was suggested to me
j

by Bach's analysin of the p>trer,ses in a hollow cylind rioal roller,

"Elasticitat und Festigkeit " 458. It. wc',^ ev id rait thrt the general

method there employod oou.ld be uned to conpute the rtresses in links

with erUpticpJ. center-lines , and I at tp-npted to rxtnnd the analynis
^

to linkR with elliptical center-linen and make the circular center-

lines fi fi'pftoi.Hi c*i.Be, sorie tino -ifter I had co-ipl'^.ted this analysis,

I found that that arashof had made an analysis in his " Elasticitit

und FestigkcijL'' , Arts: 178-180, pp..'^y^-S??. Fnile the nnthod employed

by Grashof seems correct,the assumptions he makes are clearly unten-

able, and the results he obt&'.ins are far from the truth, Grashof 's

treatment ,however, suggested to me an idea of substituting an oval n

center-line of four circular arcs for the (Elliptical center-line.

Before proceeding further, I m^ade a search through G-^rman Techni-

cal periodicals , in particular the Ze it schrift des Vereines Deut scher

Ingenieur ,with the expectation of finding a discussion of the sub.ject

that would render superfluous further efforts on my part. My search

was fruitless, and I proceeded ?.'lth the anclyris of the cases that

follow.

After I had finished the analytical rork and had partly completed

the computations,! accidentally discovered Pearson's ^elegant dis- ,

oussion of WinMer's memoir "Fornandcring und Fest

i

g:keit gekrummter



I
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Korp^r Inhe'-on^ftrg dcr ringe " . This dincussion ,lr; by Prof. Karl

PeftrPOn,Jind nay hr roimd In '^'odhunter .?.nd Pcnrnon'r ^^Hl rt.ory of the

Elasticity and strci^th of r^; "o"i "'"',nrrt '^'^qul.

To rhow Pearson's ?^r,tinRte of Winklrr'r, work r^.nd of thf! mftthod ji

einployrd in th^ analysis,! quote from the first paragraphr, of the

dlscuf^sion:
|

"This is an inportant nemoir both froF. the theoretical and pract-
II

ical standpoint ; although r^any of its results require correction and

modification, some of these corrections have heen made in Kapitel

XL (Ringfor"-i£e K6rj)er ) of the outhors wrll knov'n treatise :

"

Die

ji Lehre von der Elastic itat \;.nd FrstijTlv<2it\prrg^ , 1867 ^but this treatisJ

does, not cover anything; like +he sar:e area ar the memoir,! i)ropose

therefore to Indicate the correct analysis and compare its results

with those of Winkler.

"The irxportance of the subject will be sufficiently grasped when '

I remind the reader that it is the only existing theory of the

strength of tho links of chainrr.. '^o investigate the strength of

such links by the co?ipletc theory of '^;lasticity would involve even

for the case of anchor ringr an appalling investigation in toroidal

and allied, functions ,V/hile for the oval chain links with stud-^ in

ordinary use^any ruccessful attempt at a general investigation seem|^

inconceivable .We rhr.ll have the less hesitation,however in applying

the Bernoulii-Eulerian theory, if we remember how close an r^pproxi-

mation Saint -Venant ' s rese^'.rches on flexure have F^hovm- it be in
,

the case of s'-raight Ysrs. At the same time v/e are certainly going

i

to put It to the very limit of its applioatF on,namely to curved
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bp.rp in which the din<?nslonc of the. cross sections are not very j^nallJI

as comp8.red \rlth either the length or the r^-tUus of curvature of the

central rxlf?",..

"Remenbering thn.t we need i:ot assume adj&cent crons sections of our,

link to renain undictorted ,if wn o^iiy suppose thnn to he pppro>:i-

mately equally distorted,we cnn earti.ly inver^t iginte nn rxpresr/ion for

the stretch at my point by a method akin to that which result from
|

the Bernoulli-Euleripn theory". A

Tlie method here referred to is that given by Bach and Grarshcf in

connection with bodies having curved center-line and is +>"c one

j

that I have used as the basis of the follovdng analysis.

Prof .Pearson cons.iders only the care of the elliptica:^ rcntrr-

line find the center-line cor.posed of t>70 circ^^lar arcr and tyo

straight lines. In both cases loronounccs \Vinl:ler*F work incorrect

and gives oorrf^ct equj^.t ionr . The case of the center-line with four

circular arcs seems to have been discussed by V/inkler in his treatise

instead of in the memoir .
j

I have not had accers to the ori^jinal neroir ,v:hich is published in

"Per Civi_lingenieur " Bd.IV^S, 23P.-24-6, From ^rof .^earron* s dip-

cur sion,however^ it appears that in all cases Winkler assumes the

external force acting on the link to b^^ f^oncentrated at a point at

the end of the link, such an assumption considerably simplifies the

analytical work. The results obtained. froFi analysis based on this

assumption nay properly be used vrhcn the assu-motion is iustified by

li

the facts of the case; certainly not othei*\Yise. In the case of

chains and chain cables,the external force is the pressure between





two adjRo-nt Unlrn. ^'n^f^^^r, the links are circular,thin vrennarf)

cannot hf* ooncrntrated at a r;inej.e j)oint,but is cMStrl'Vitf^ri ovry- -i.n

•rea; in fact with links of oj-dlmiry i:)roportlonB ,the a' tlon b<»twf»<^n

two links ir. 1 hat of a journal and bearing. Ab will be r.hown ^!Ub-

Fequent ly ,t,hir. di;:tribut ion roduces? in a marked dfigrfjft the stresses

computed on the purely arbitrary assiunption that the presruro is

concentrated. T'or thi^: reason the result ^^ obtained by the correct

analysis of Prof. Pearson cs.n hardly be ur.ed as ba^-is for fornulr-s

givii^ the strength of chains. Ro far as T know, the discussions

inentioned are thn only ones concerning this subject in existence.

Both are faulty; Winkler, by nakii:ig an assur.};tion r^ot justified by

fact, unr' err, f'.t Irate r ihr strength of the link. Grashof rccocni^es

the influence of the distribution of the load, but by incorrect

reasoning arrives at results that if adopted would load to a serious

overest ir.ation of "^he strength of the link.

Ill, CrKNERAL W.imY OF THE STRESSES IK

BARS WITH CURVED CENTER-LINES.

i:

3. T^he be^t statcncnt of the fundamental theory i.nderlying all the

subsequent investigations is contained in Bach's "flarticitat urvd ij

Fe_stlgkeit " . section V. For the sake of completeness I give an out-
jj

lire of the theory. The method of presentfaion is rubstanially that
ji

of Bach. In Fig 1, BCC^ E^, represents a part of a body of uniform cross
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section, no, Ir. thft crnter-linft p^^-sslnc throi^^h V-r- renter of gravity

of the sections. }30C and BjO, C, are two r,ectionn normal to the center-

line. If the center-line ir, straight, the Dlaner, of the rsectionr are

par IT el,hut if it ir. curved the nlr.nen meet in thn r:::lr of curva-

ture I-i , and make v/ith each other the angle c^c^ . nunpone a r.orra.l

force p to he uniformlj'- dirtributed over the cror.r, -cation 0^ .

Were the ejections parallel, all fibers l^'-ine ^f^tworn them would have

the same len£;th,an(.i as a consequence rvcry fiber would be extended

by the rame arount;hence the action of the force p v/ould result in

a change in the diFt^nce between the ^ectionr, the parnllelirm re-

,

maining: linfUnturbed . V/hon the coctionG are inclined, ar in Fig 1,

the actior, is different. The force p being uniformly distributed

over the section, each fiber is subjected to the same stress <^ ;

now since the relat ive extensions of all fibcrn are equal, it follows

that the abr^ulute change in the length of o. fiber i"~; proportional to

the. length of the fiber, or v/h- t is equivalent ,t o the distr-nce of the

fiber from the axis of curvature, M . As suraing,therefore, that the

cross section remains plane, its plane after extension will pass '

through the axis M •
•

4, Suppose now that the section is subjected to the action of a

normal force p and also to a couple whose moment miay be denoted by

A7t . the force p brings the section B, 0, to the position B^Ce,and the

couple of mor.ent P.y induces a stress couple vfhich produces further

i! extensions of the fiber-either positive or negative- ?^nd brings the

section to a new position n , By the action of the couple, the .
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cent<^r of curvature of the center-line 00, In ohfmeed from M to m' and

the radlUR of curvature is decreased from r to ^ .'"he inclin?».t ion

between the seotlonr^ iv increased from^/^to d4)-t^^ft

Jjet denote thfs rel?\tive extension of the c<*nter-11.ne 00, and t.

that of a fiber p at a distpjice yj fror, t?iG center-line; eilro let t/*

denote the len^^th of t'no fibor 00^ ; t'lr-n

^ _ Ads c^/

and ^
!

Through 0,' let a line be drawn parallel to rutting p in H /

then —
, , , ,

but ^4' ^ fo-OO, ^ ^or^<t>,

and fron the geometry of the figure,

and ^ ^'^-^l) ^ff-

substituting these values in the expression for ^

Let the ratio be denoted by ^ ; then

The norrass.l stress corres-'Ondiiiii to extenFion is

in which t denotes the modulus of elasticity.
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Placing the strr:pf;«a In eciuilibri ixm vrlth thf external forces,we

obtp.in.

Apr^iiFiIng thr^ rodwlv.rE^o r constant, the equationr. become^ respect-

ively

The center-line O^^Flg 1, parses through the center of gravity of

each norrial 5?ection; as a con<=:.equence

Introducing these values for the lnte£;rals in the preceding express-

ions for Jp anfl I'y
^

'I

il
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solving- for ^ and wf5 obtain the following importf».nt equations:

Substitutitie \.\V'.yc vpJiies of/ and In (3)

(SJ

J

7

or

7

This formula gives the iriEignitude of the normal r-tress in a

fibrr at a dintanc^ y fron the cf^nter-linfi , in termp of the norraal

force ^ bending moment and '-^onptants depending upon the configura-

tion. The convention of ?:i£:ns adopted in an follows: f? is consider-

ed positive v/hen it produces tension, negative vrhf^n it produces com- :

pression; M^^ is positive when it tends to increase the curvature,

negative when it tends to dccres.se that curvature. V/hen <^ is found
i

ii

to be positive the stress is ten^?lle; when found to be negative, the

stress is compression.
\

5. The value of the function nu^^t br- determined for any given form

of cross section. When the section is a simple geometrical figure,

as a circle or a square, an expression for ^ may br: found analyti-

cally; When the cross section is irregular in outline approximate J





IP..

ncthodr. nur.t b(» unpid. Since the 'oodles considered in this investl-

g.-^tion h.'*V'- orJy circular c.roF>r, r'^ct lonr? ,we r,h«?.ll deduce the expres-

rion for /. for that form of section only.

Let us take an elementary strip at a distance
y

from the center-

line, (See Fig 3). The width of this ptrip Isof^ and its length is

2ecos0, if <5 denotes the ri?idius of the section; hence the area of

the strip is

^1

7
7 =

6
2-

r -*- s/n <9
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^ / <f-

<^ I-'' .-^r

The integrals in the first parenthesis arc vo-rioun powers of

pnd with the as5=ig:ned ].initB,ep.ch reducep to zero.

The values of the integral? in the scconfl parent h-^si'^ ar<^ obtEiined

as follows:
i;

J

_ - •—l — T,

4-

I,

• //

"7





1^

J/
2.

S//7 Cc^J V
— /I

2.

3 c5-

— o

rr [ I' ^
-

c ^ ^ y J'

-4- If ^

^ ^- ---- ^- - /f/
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IV. APPLICA'^ION OF THE THEORY TO VARIOUS FORM OF LINKS.

a. Link v;lth Elliptical Center-Line,

6. Let the center-line of the link be an ellipse with renl-axes a

and b;anri let the center of the ellipse be taken as the origin and

the axes ar, coordinate axen.Then the equation of the center-line is

/ .

Connlder one fourth of the link,as showen in Fig:3. If 2q is the

load in the direction of the long axes, the section A vrlll be rub-

jeoted to a load Q norral to it. Suppose the link at section A to be

subjected to a bending roment M,at present unlmo'A^i ,but to be deter-

mined from the c.nditions of the problem. This nonent being found,

the bending ronent at any section may be dettrnined, and tihis,with

the normal force P at the section,v;ill give the data required in

finding the stress at any fiber of the section.

Assume a nori al section cutting the center-line at o, and con-

sider the part of the link between this section and section A a free

body. At C let tvro opposite forces each equal to Q be added to the

system. One of these ,together with Q at section A, forms a couple

whose mordent is Q (b-y):the other ""orce r.ay be resolved into two

components, one <3s//7^ normal to the section and producing tensile

stress tn the fibers and the ot'ier6'<r<?5^ along the section and pro-

ducing a shearing stress. The latter component will be neglected in

the following investigation.
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At the root ion in que nt ion , there fore

^

Normal force= 7^=- Qsm cp;

Benching monent - '^^'^n-»'Q/<'-/J-

The foi.lov.'inc oonnidn rat Ions determine the u:iknov.7i rorent

M: Let ^denote -l-^^e p.ngle v/hich

the plane of pt^j rection maker

with the x-a?':^ ,and <lr in Fig. 1^

let c/^ denote the arigle between

two ad,iacent nertions. The dis-

tortion of the link by the load

varies the relative positions of

the norrial sect ions, and in general the angle «^<^ is changed to dtpt&df^

the change -dc/^ being either positive ,negative , or zero. However^

owing to the syranctry of the link,the sections A and B ,

o

riginally at

right angles ,however the center-line is distorted ; hence the sum-

mation of these changes of angle , between these sections must be

zero; that is.

c/<p

Ct> <^<^ — o

Fromi the third of equations (5),

hence

or

f





To lntf;£;rr..te fni- expression , the variable ordinate radius

curvature and the variable nust be exprcr-r.d as functions

the variable ancle ^ .

— -f- j/_ — /

For tho ellipse the radius of curvature is

Since ^^jt^ = c^'^j/'- ""^^

r

For the circular cross section of radius
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Slncf! -p is Fmall, a close approxlnat ion Is

Then 1^ ± ^ "^/^J - ^

and ^^/-^i^^^^cT-^T-'

substituting this in the expression for Jcodc^^Vc^^ integral becomes:

substituting the values of Jf and r given in equp.tionn (a) and (b),

Jo
,

7^^V.y-«w^y

The integrals have the follov/ing valURs-

;

- -^x'=-^, uy^uL^xj^ k^-= /- -s/7c/ o< = t^f^ series-
2.a h '
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Suhrt. itni i.iv now in the preceding equation,

^ = o. Q^f^^^lJt '^^'C^^^'Jl p-^S^'^jO-f i>.

When the center-line of the link ir. a circle—the limit of

the el 111) EC— the factor -a:-- becomes a constant, and the radiur of

curvaturf^ becomes equal to the axes a and b,that Ik,

In thif? case

,

Integrating,





20.

b.Llnk with Center-Llnr. of fonr circular Arcs,

7, The asRumptlcn that the onntor-line of the link is an ellipse

makes the oonputatlon of the stresses tedious because of the con-

tinuous variation of the radius of curvature and the consequent var-

iation of the value of the function x^. For this reason^ and for

another that 'atIII he .^iven presently, it is considered advisable to

substitute for the elliptical center-line one madf^ up of four arcs

c
of circles as shown in Fig 4.

The arcs E l^'and F F'have the

points H and h' respect ively

as centers^ and the arcs E F

and e'f' have C and c' as

centers. of the sections of
A

the adjacfnt links that fit

into the link in question.

This center-line coincides very nearly

with the elliptical center-line ,and its

adoption greatly sinplifies the analyr^i^.

Let oc denote the angle between the radius C E and the long

axis of the link,and let r denote the radius C E A; also let the

semi -axis OA be denoted by b and the semi -ax If OB by a . Then from

the geometry of the figure the following relations are read idly

obtained,

:

a~dl r-d
Ccs V - (V
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Let it be anniyned firrt that the pressure between tvro linkR is

concrntratcd at a point. Denoting thir^ pressure by 20 ^ the norral

force at the section A in Q, As before, let ri denote the unknoTO

bending roment at the section A.

For sections between B and E,that is, for values of ct> lying

between and p> ^ ^r - G s, n cp
,

= /17 ^ O (p) ,

Cind for sec fio/n s Jye een c -^cl /if^ A"— Q ^ t ri ^ ^

'

The general cxprr ssion foroo is

For the sections between ^ o and cf> ^ ^ ^ r ^ o\ ;
hence

llhe subscript i being used to distinguish the co and of

this part of the link from those of the other part.

For the section lying between <:j>
^ < and cp = ^ ^

Insej?ting the proper values of M

^

The total change of inclination between the section at B and A





but rince thfir.e nootlonr rf--.aln at rl^ht annl«5,thlr change nurt

be zero; hence

or
-

Integrating,

C05
,

L

The value of n being found, the bending i^oment at any section

may readily be obtained ;and with the bending roment and normal force

a? data^the -trer;s in any fiber of the section Ir found fr-OF formula

(A).

8, The assumption that the load on the link is concentrated at one

point,while rendering the analytical work easier ,cannot be justified

by the facts of the cpf.e. In reality the adjacent links have a con-

siderable surface in contact ,especially after some use, and the :

pressure between them must be distributed in some way or other over

this surface •Ih the absence of absolute knowledge, the law of dis-

tribution must be assumed ,care being exercised that the assuTiption

made is justified by experience and commom sense.
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The law of "Equal w^ar" giver, a clue to a rr.-ronable anr^ump-

tlon in this c^.se. '^-hough rtrictly the part? of the Unkr. in contact

are curved,the action of one link on the other may be compared to

that of a journal and itr, bearing. At shown i.n Fig f),lct the arc

of co>itact between the link and its bearing be denoted hy 2 cl .Ab

the links wco.r,thr rurface of contact wil

become that p-howf?. by the dotted line e b

which in approximately a circular arc with

a radius equal to the radiUF of a section

of the link. Evidently the wear is groat

-

ont at b and least at e and e' . Let

t denote the depth of wear at a sr^Hion

making the angle ^ vrith the axis HX,

h the depth at nection B, since the cente

Of the arc e b e is at a distance h to

the right of the center , we have the relation F'/^.-i'

h ia

That is, the wear at any point of the circin^fercnce in contact is

proportional the the cosine of the angle (k which the section at
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this point m«kcr? with the long axir. of thn link,row tho wear i;^

proportional to the work of friction,which in in turn proportional

to the norT.'^l pre f, f5ure ;hence we conclude that the orer.sure between

the Icnks is distributed in such manner that if p denotes the intens-

ity of pressure at the ?.yis HB,p cos will be the intensity at a

point whose radius yiakos an angle cj> with H3, j

!l

9. With th"e presnurc ti ur. distributed inf^tead of concentrated , the

sections of fii at portion of the link in contact with its neighbor

will be subjected to a bending noment and a normal force different

fron those deduced for the concentrated load.

Let p denote the intensity of presFure at the section at th.e

small end of the link,that is,the one containing the axis HB,Fig 5,

Then p C05 cj) will be the intensity at a section making an angle ^ i

jj

vrlth this axis, '^he length of an elementary arc of the circumference;!

in contact is "X *» ^^^^^^e the pressure on the elementary arc

is jD cas
(f> ^<^i> .

The horizontal component of this force is

The sum of the horizontal cor.ponent of these elementary forces must

balance the external force 2Q; hence
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hence ^-^—t^ — 2.Q ^ h ^ ^t^i-
^ c^r^^e^Ljf- k = -,- ^""^ <^ .

We have now to find the bending; '^orient o.t a section T making

an Tingle
<f>

with ox, due to the dlrtrlbutod pressure between the

sections S and T. Take any sectlon^as s, riaking the variable angle <9

with OX, the ang-le ^ being considered for the present a constant.

Intensity of the pressure in the direction s is

and the pressure on an infIniteslnal arc of the clrcunference is

The component of this force perpend 1cular to T is

jo ^ cLjos & i 6~ (fj
d e

^

The noment of this oor;iponent ,whose line of action of course

passes through 0^ about the point T is

Hence ' z> / /
norr^al force at R-=: / Cvs ^ i cp - J c/

T^onent at R= kA''Jeo5 & ^"^ {
(f
- ) -

These arc rerely the force and moment due to the distributed

pressure between the sections S and T.
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Cos

Normal force -= /
'S/n'^o/ Y — ^ s/jn Y -f- yJ

As has been shorn .the normal forcfr n.t section T due to the force

Q at section A
^

Fig 4, is Q sin p ; adding to !>: is the normal force

due to the distributed pressure,the total normal force is

P =^ Q Sffn
J-

(^5>t>-t^^ Co5 — k Sim <^ Sf*i <pj

The bending moment at the section ? due to Q was found to be

From this must be subtracted the moment due to the distributed

pressure,the two having opposite sense). The net moment is therefore
|
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Substituting those values of p -md M in the exprcnsion for a).

Reducing

^ //I. nl )/ I \ (^Sin^oL (j^s/^o^ _^ Q cos

Adding to this the integral J od^ J
^ previously obtained,

solving for M,

The difference between the two expressions for M lies in the

first term of the nuiTiera+ or ,which for concentrated load Iv. ^ //-^"^c^

and for distributed load f ^"^^ - ^^'^'^ - foTo^^a^

the load must be concentrated , and the second expression should be

equal to the first; thus

/— d'c>Sol
J

- /- / ~ o /

cosJl - ^^^^ c^^l ^ /

~y cx - a Sin*-
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Par 0^ - ^ J
/-cc^^o/^

The difference between the values of M t'^iven by the two eq-

uations Is greatest ";hen - £ and decreases with becor.ing zero

when o , that Is, when the link has a circular instead of an

oval center-line.

With a concentratod load^the moment for 0-^^thot is,at sect-

ion B,is /V^ ^ A?-ta!^,
^

while for a distributed load it is

A-
I'

As wil l
,

be shown,when v/e arrive at nuTierioal results, the essumpt-

ion of distribution results in a marked reduction in the stresses

computed by the first assuFiption of a concentrated load.

jj

c. Link of Lerjilrcate Form.
ij

j;

10, 'Hie equations so far deduced hold for a link in vbich all parts

of the center-line are concave to the go'^mietrical center of the link.

The two liriiting forms are the link with circular c«=^nter-line and

the link vd th the center-line mfide up of two sf^mlcircles and two

straight sides. We now investigate the case of a link in which the
'

sides are convex to the center - one whose center-line has somewhat .

jj

the form; of the lemniscate.





A link of thin form In nhovm In Fi^ 6,

The i)art of the quarter link is a

circular arc with H as a center, The

remaining; part FA 1? a circular arc

with C an a center and with a

racUuR R. Evidently the pressure

between two links is dis-

tributed over a ^ ^ ^

half circumference, ^

that is ^ the angle o( is 90" or ^
The center-line of the quarter link AB must

therefore be con^sidered in three parts:

1. The circular arc AF,of radius R,and subjected to the external

force Q;

2. The arc EF,of radius d^and likewise jmb;jected to the external

force Q;

3. The arc BE, of radius d,and subjected to the force Q and to the

distributed pressure of the adjacent link.

For a section of the link between B and E, the expressions pre-

viously deduced for the normal force and bending moment still hold;

thus

^ — ^ [ ^'^ Cos ~f- q> s,'n
<f> J ;

However in the present case
,

oi - 9^° - \_ and
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_ oc -f- SfnoL cojci ^
, Sub£5t itut Ing th'^nfj vnluor;^

b n

Between E and F

and betwef^n F and A

The negative nign nust be given to the irioment M for the arc AF,

since be ing assumed clockwise ,tends to decrease the curvature

of the arc.

For the arc BE,

For the arc EF

and finally for the arc FH,

These are obtained by subrtttuting the proper values of P and M

in the general equation

For the arcs 3E and EF,tho radius of curvature is d and
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For the arc FA, the radlun In R, and

Since the sections at H and B remain at ri^jht angles,we have

substituting the values of j and 4[)^^and dropping the factor

Eip^ the condition that the total change of inclination of the sec-

tions A and B shall be zero leads to the equation

The integrals have the following values:

//

5" y J

"7 ?

*- 1
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or

Urlng thor,e valuen,the equation becomes

solving.

d. Link with Stral.^ht sides.

A Uniting case that must receive special consideration is that

in which the sides of the link are straight. This case forms the

boundary betweon the two cases just considered , and therefore equat-

ions (E) and (F) should ^for this form of canter-linc^ be identical.

This requirement furnishes a test for the correctness of the equat-

ion in question.

With the notation heretofore used,we have the following ,when the

sides of the link are straight;

Let the distance OH, Fig 4, be denoted by Z so that /- ex~ ^ j

further let denote the angle OCH, whence = 90 - ^ z-'^J

then _frS^
^
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ftnd when r recedes to infinity and AE becores equpl to OH =

The evaluation of the separate terTns In thn nunerat or and denom-

inator of the second monber of equation (E) proocndr, as followr,:
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substituting the values thus found,the equation beooTies

In equation (F) we have,when the sides are straight,

The various tnrmn hrvc the following values:

^^/"^^c,)^] — /c - Since ^and have the name limiting

values, and d / , s ] ^ , ^ i.

Inserting these values,

r - -u k (i^x
)

M -

2.

This equation If identical with fG) as it should be.
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e.TiinV v/1lh niroular Center-Line.
«

18. One other limiting value renalns to be testeri, ;yhen in Fig 4

the half- axis b of the oval link Is made equal to the halfJ-axis

the oval centor-line becomes a true circle and the angle o( bocomes

zero. If in eciuation (E) this value of o( inserted,the resulting

value of M nhould be precisely that given by equation (C). Making

this substitution in the second member of (E),the first and third

terms of the numerator and the first term of the denominator become

zero,and the e.iuatlon reduces to

which if5 Identical with (C),nince - '

f .Link with stud,

13, The links of crane chains and anchor chains are frequently pro-

vided with lateral struts to prevent the collapsing of the sides.

It is the general impression that the resistance of the link is

increased by the use of such a strut or stud ; however , some doubt has

been throvm on this conclusion by recent experiment. These ex-

periments showed that with chains made of the same size of iron the

chain with the ordinary open link withstood a greater breaking loadj
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than the chain with tha stud links. On the. strength of these experi-

ments^ it is claimed that for ^nnrvpl purponen th*^ open link chain is

preferable to the Rtud link chain and that the

addition of the i=-,tud actua

thP. llnT-r rathor than ntren,

it. The dl.qouF,r,lon fol-

lowing will nhow that ^

exactly the reverne i

is true; that with

loads within the elastic

limit the use of the stud

reduces the ctresses in

links of the usual form

100 X or FiOre.

14. To the system of external

forces heretofore considored as acting on the
j

link, a new force, the prer.nure of the stud, is added .Thus in Fig 7

there are acting at the section OA the normal force Q^the force S, ,

the reaction of the stud,at right angle to Q, and the unknown bending

moment M, At a section £) making an angle ^ vrlth the X-axis, the
^

normal force is evidently 6?s/yi^-h Scos(f>; the tangential force Is 6lcos^^

ij

Ss/^^j and the bending moment will be made up of the moment M and
\

i;

the moments of the force^^Q and s. T'here are now two unknown quant i-*t

ties to determine-tho r.orent y and the force S;hence there must be

two relations connecting M,Q,and S. As in the previous discussion

one equation is given by the integration of the inclinations of the
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the reotiohs; 1 hup sincf* p-er'tjons OA i-nd OB rf-.r^aln f>.t rlpM r-nr^rr,

To obtain 9 recond eciUvtion,we find the de.ricction of +he ride of

the link frori Itn orlnins-l unstrained i)OEition under the action of

the knovm ryp.tem of external forcer, and equate thlr r?r>firotlon to

+ hr rhortening of the rUid under the action of the cor.prensive force

S.

15, "T-he oh«.ns:e in 'he coordinates of the center-line of a curved

link subjected to external forces nay be determined ».r. folloY;r: Let

the curve , Fig:. 8 J be the given center-line ,P any point in it ,rnd C

the point, the change in the ooQrdi3-i,y,ter. of v;hich to be found.

Let the coordinptes of C be and y^ , and let the coordinate

increr.ents be denoted by^j and/ly^ ; then the new coordinates of

C will be -^c ^X<^

Let x,y be the coordinaten of P. By +he action of the external

forces,the inclination, of a norrn.al section 5»t P rrill be, changed by

the angle ^</^,and the tangent to the centerTline J't P rill chmiije

its direction from PT to PT.This change of angle
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wjJ] evidently cf..U!L-,c the i>oint G to novo through an arc of If^n^th

pc*/iJ(p and arrvjne the position Cj. . The X-conpon'^nt of cq,ln

CC^ Fin Per* and the y- oomponent is CC^co^ ]^cF~.

But CC^ r= PC Adf J PC fsin pGf - and jpc co^ peF= ^c-^;

hence the x-corrponent is

and the Y- - oi^-Ponent is

In addition to the coordinate increments due to this change in the

inclination of the section at p, there is an incrrnent due to the

actual lengthening ( or shortening) of an element of arc ds at

The amount of this extension is o/^ ; hence by reason of it^ the

point C is carried in the direction of the axis x a distance

and in the direction of the axis y a distance

Adding together the increnents due to the change in direction and

the change in length of the elenentary arc ds.

Summing for ail the element ar;/" arcs between C and the origin or

stationary point A, at which point ^

ll
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16. Rfiff^rrlnc to Fir 7, J.t Ir evident that the point A of the centf»r-

llne Is the i)olnt whose coordinate incr^^-wntr^ -^rr derlrec'. The

ordinate OA is the seni-axir. L ' ''rn the link is unstrained.

Under the action of the external forces the sides of the link ap-
I

proach each other, A aj^proaches 0, and the ordinate 6 receives the

lncrer;ent - Ai^ , The in.rediate prohiom is to determine this

negative increment.

Taking the x^oint B, Fig 7, as origin, the abscissa of the point A

is the semi-axis a^; this corresponds to x , equation (10),

For values of ^ between and <^
,

X = d(i- Cos
(f>J

;

For values of^ betv/ren o<, and ii^ ,

X r= CC^ r Cos JP J

From (10)

hence denotin/r by m, and the values of <^iPfor the arcs of radius

d_ and r.# respect ivels'

,

c/ O O I

2—

To Obtain the values of , , <^o^ , and 4^ , we -^ust find the

general expressions for the normal force and bending moment at any-

sec t ion.
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For sections between <p - o and <p ^ o( ,

U Cos

From equations ^5j, romembering that within there ]ir its,the radius

of curvature of the center-line is d,

For sections between cp ^ oi cu.^ cp

9^
5 A- Cosr

From the condition

A ^

CO,

we obtain

a I Cl> S/n J>c/ c^i — —
I
Cos^ d

a r. s

Perfor:ning the intocrations and reducing,
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Now rubEtit.utiii£- the valuer of o^^^i^^^
^

In equation (11),

o<

— — 77

Performing the integrationr,

,

- ^ ( s/.c^eofc^ -J) _ SU^ /^^ ^^^^ ^

Let E'and ^' denote^ reBpectively^ the modulus of elasticity of the

material of the stud and the cross section of the stud; then since

~ is the amount of compression in the half length, of the

stud ^ we have

If v;e denote by c the ratio '^irr J then

After slight reduction,equations (IS) and (13) may be written



r
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as follows:

in which the cocffloirntr of M, Gd , and Qd have the following values:

4/ / ,/. y

solving (14) and (15) for M and s,

5 ^ ^ £a]l^,rx_ . (zj
-CI}- ^ r ^

Hav-ing found from formulas (H) and (T) the valuer of K and S, we

can readily find the normal force and bending moment at any r,cction,|i

and then from formula (A) the stresses in the various fibers.

If in (14) we make S = 0, we have the case of an open llnk;the value

of M then becomes sa - n i
J I — — U.oL J



f
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which ip identical with foTTiUla (E), as it nhould be.

17, '^he linil .•.n£" (v.ro in which the r-idnr of the link arf- rtrri^ht

Fiust receive special consideration. For this care.

To evaluate the. lar-t term we have

2. 23 y

in the expression for "X the indeterminate term

2^ , (^/-j/^o/

Since (i-Smuj^^^ ^ ^ 2. ^-

the expression ir
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hence

,

^/ / / ^ 3
)

// / I C J / 1
]

g. ReBume of Formulas.

18, For convenience of reference v/e collect the variolin fornulas for

the bending iroment M,

(1) Link with elliptical center-line ,load asnuned as concentrated:

In which

and ^ ^ ^

(2) Link v;ith circular center-line of radiuf: r:

(3) Link with center-line of four clrnular aror,,tTO of radius d and

two of radius r, load assumed concentrated:
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(4) Link e.E dencribod imdcr (3) hut with load n.r.rumod c.z dir.-

I

trlbutftd

:

(5) Link of four circular arcs but of lemniBcato forrr.; load dis-

tributed :

(6) Link composed of two circular arcs and two r,traight lines;

1oad dintributcd

:

(7) Link of four circular arcn with stud

3 = -^^^^
in v/hich ^-^^ <S given by equatlonn (16), (17),

(18), and (10).
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V. COMPUTATION OF STRESSES,

a. Stresses in Link of Length 6 ri

19. ^^^SBSEllS^ j-inlc^- The propcrtionR of ohain links in ordi-

nary use vary somewhat. The seni-axis a. of the contrr-line may be as

si^all as l.B d, or as large as 4.5 d; while the semi-axis may vary

botv/oon 13 ^1 and 2,25 d. For anchor chains with studs,Each gives

the proportions ^ ^ /

/> ^ /, 3 ^
,

To show the influence of the breadth of the link, I have as a first

example,as Slimed a = 2^5 d(that is,total length = 6 d) and have varied

the semi-axis h from d to S.5 d. With b=d, the sides of the
j

link are straight, and with 6 = 2.5 d, the oenter-linc becomes a true

\

circle,

20, 9S D^TDSi- £21?I£^aL bending '^lononts.- The first \

step in the computation is the determination of the radius r of the

arcs that form the sides and of the angle 6^ and its functions.

L
Taking the ratio as the independent variable, the values given

in table 1 are readily found. Formula (7) is used to compute S/^ oc

and^-'^oi , (8) to compute ^ ^ find the formula

which nay be obtained by taking the reciprocal of the series of

forFiula (6), is used to compute the function for different values

The substitution of the munerical values of there functions in

J
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the expreccion for -Q.^'^^etc, cquatlonr (16) to {20) cives the

i:

numerical values of these coefficients; and the substitutions of

these last values in formulas (H) and (I) ^Ives the nujiierlcal values
||

of the pionent M and the stress S In the stud. The results as obtained
J V

are shora in table JL

The value of ^ = in the expression for 2. is assumed to

be ^ ; this holds for a cast Iron stud with a sectional area one-

half the area of the link section. The values of M^for the open link

given in the last column are obtained from the formula

rr

thus for 4 = / Ay, 6~7/y8 I

W7.^6'%. , ^nd so on.

It will be shown later that in the CMse of the open link, the

maximum stresses occur at sections A and B, that is, at the side

and end of the link; that with the stud link there are in each

quadrant two sections of minimum stress and that maximum stresses

occur at sections A and B and at a third section lying between them^

The stresses at sections A and B are therefore, of prime im.i)ortance , :

jand to these vre now turn our attention.

It has been shown that for sections between cj> = o cic^J ^ ^
'^j

P^— ^ f co^ cjp ^ cp s/n
Y J -h ^ Co^ ;

\

At section B, (p ~ a : hence
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At section A, 0/7

T?ie exprepFions ftp here given ,ftpply to the rtud link; for the open

link T/e have merely to sub?!titute for M t.h^^ noront ?''for the open

link fro to rrke E zero, Tho n\irier io^'l vr.jiien of thr norrr.l force

find benrilng nor.^nt p.t section A, and B for both rUic' ?nc! open links

e.re given in table III.

^^^^^Sl^^ iJ3 s^!l£jJ:J^-' 1l Sii^i. IL»~T't' evident from formula (A)

that the fibers of the cross section for t/hichy is greatest will be

subjected to the gref^.test intensity of stress. For a circular sec-

tion of dirneter (? the maximum values of 7 are ^ at the outermost

fiber and- — nt the fiber nearest the center of curvature; and to

find the absolute maxinum intf^n^ ity of stress at any section of the

link,v^e need only to consider the stresses in these two fibers*

At section E th€; rudius of curva.ture Kis d, raic] 57 is ir.Pn.

At the outermost fiber 7 4-

and at the innermost fiber _ — x — — /

hence / 37 ^r;^, beromes

ForriuTp. (A) reduces to
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Substitut ii^ ai these oqu?-.! lonr; the-, nunerloil values of p and

as given In columns 4 and 5, 8 and 9^ table 111, we obtain the

results iilven in tnioie v for section

The computation of the s-tresscs f^.t section A is complicated by the

fact that for different VfiUies of b, we hav**; different values of r

and . The various steps in the calculation and the numerical

results are shown in table IV,

Let the expression ^//^^^ J be denoted '^y
; then formula

(A) may be written

/ f. / '

The values of M for stud and open linl-c ,re^-pect iveljr are given in

table III, and the corresponding values of K are given in the last

li

two columns of table IV . The substitution of the values of K and

M in the equation just given leads to the results given in table V
\

for section A .

22, Link of Leinnlscato JJ^orm. In table V/ are given the data and
'

results for the link with sides convex to the center. For the value

-f , the sides touch:for ^ ^ 1 , the sides are straight.T/?^

values given in the table are taken from tables III, IV, and V,
;

The value of the bending moment M is obtained from formula (F) , I

the values of the variables 'b^ y~
^

>
this formula being

readily foimd from the geometry of the configuration. The moment at

section B is obtained by making d — o in the genera? expression
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hence ^ s e.i 73 ^ ^^o^-^^^- ^^^Vi'^/

The nornal force at section A I.?? Q ; that at nf^ction B Is ^ ^>

The normal force g^id bending por**nt at P(?ctlon A and B being

given, the stresses in the extreme fibers at these sections,an given

in table Vl^are readily foiinr' fror. the gr^neral forinula (A)

It is evldf^nt that with a link of thin form the stud will have

little influence on the stresses. 'J?hen the sides are straight^ the

moment M at the sides is srall and there Is little tendency for the

sides to approach f.ach other; and, as shown by table VI,when

or less, the moment V. becom.es positive and the sides tend to recede

fromi each other. For this reason it has bet^n deemed unnecessary to

consider the case of a link of this form v/lth a restratnin;^ stud*

23, !22B£SlSXSi^ pressure between two links is

assumed to be concentrated at a single point we have the results

shoiRTi in table VII, The bending mom.ent M is computed from formula

(D), the functions oc^s/noi^ co6oi
j -^^j etc, having the values given

In table I; the beiirUng moment at section B is

At section A the moment force is Q^and at section B it is 0.

The moment and normal force at each section being given, the method

of computatin^ of the fiber stresses is precisely the same as in the

case of the open link, distributed load.

1
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£LiZI}^^ ^ ^MlSi^fi jvlQinent s. 'ITie bending moments at section A

under the different assumed '"onrUtlonp are rhovm graphically by the

curves of sh(»et I. These curves vT-r<» obtained by plotting the values

of M in tables III, VI and VII. The ratio ^ is taken as the

abscissa and the bending moment at section A, as the ordinate.

It will be observed that the coj^ve for the open link ,distributed

load is continuous c-.fter the ratio ^ becomes less than 1 and the

link has the lemniscate form. This cirrvr; crosL'Gs the zero line for

^, -.3i\ hence for this value of the moment at section A dls-

appears and the section is subjected to the direct tension Q

Hssarding the sense of the moment, the negative sign of M for the

open link shows that the moment tends to decrease the curvature at

A. In the case of the s+Ud link, on the other hand, the moment has the

positive sign and therefore trnds to increase the curvature at sec-

tion J^, Regarding the magnitude of the moment, it appears that with

the same value of the numerical value of M Is greater for the

open link than for the stud link between the limits -4=1 and

4 = 2 ^~ .A peculiar and unex-pected fa-:t is that the minimum

value of M for the stud link occ-ors for h = l.J^, about. After

passing this minimum, the value of M increases uniformly ?;ith ^ •

in the case of the open link there if- no minimum value of M in the

algei)raic sense. Th^ n^americal value of M increases from at -.ei

to .97 Qd for ^ -X^- . The assumption of a concentrated load

increases the momf^nt M,as shO'Am by the curves. Naturally this in-

crease is greatest with the smaller values of b and the corresponding
-

-
- =^1
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lars'^r v-ilu'is of the ra\?:leo( . As^ inorenser, ,the angled decreases

In value and the nonents grow nearly equal: finally when ^ —
I

the center-line of the link is a circle,the anf^le <?< is zero, the load

is concentrated^ and the two values of V\ arc the Gar.e.
^

The bending monent at section B are shown in tl^e curves of sheet
j

II • At this section the noment is oo^ttlvf^ in nvory case and there-

fore tends to increase the curvature at thr; end of the link, As at

section A, the nownt 1;; very greatly decreased h:/- the use of the

stud ; but even in the case of the stud link,the noment increases

.very rapidly as h increases,much more so than the moment at section

A. The influence of the assumption of a concentrated load is verj/"
j

marked. With a link of the ordinary width, ^ ^ /. 3<W ,the moment

with a concentratd load is more than double that with a distributed
j|

load,As before,this difference decreases as the link becomes more

nearly circular,

25, ^^B^l^s Str^^ses in sections and, D, The curves of

sheet III shows the fiber stresses at sections A and 13, the unit
j|

being ^ ; the stress in a straight bar of cross sections f and sub-
kJ

jected to a load Q#

From ki ^ f 7^ — 3 the tension in the outer fiber at both
,

sections A and B is about the same, and approximately /. ^~ '

'

For larger values of — the tension in the outer fiber of 'section

B exceeds that in the outer fiber of section A, the difference in-

creasing rapidly as ^ increases. The stress in the inner fiber of

section A is small and changes from tension to compression for

^ •= /. 9 ^ .The compression In the inner fiber of section B ,
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For values of ^ greater than t , the tension in the Innor fiber of
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though pmall for small values of ^ Increases very rapidly when ^
exceeds j ,tr . The stresses at srotion A and B of the open link

with distributed load aro shown 2:raphlcally in r.heot IV ,

i

section A is greater than that in thr outer fiber of section B,

though the difference is not marked. The compression in the inner

fiber of section B isjhowev'^'r largely in excess of that in the outer

fiber of section A^and increases very rapidly as the v/idth h> is

made larger. A comparison of sheets III and IV shows that for

greater than l,the stresses in sections A ^md P arc xnuckr "reater in

the open link than in the stud link. It is interesting to note the

stresses for values of A less than 1 that is, for links of the

lemnlscate form. At <^ection B,the tension in the outer fiber

gradually diminishes with -2- becoming about 1.2 —j- for -J- ^ ;

likewise the com.pression in the inner fiber diminishes to about

86"^ -f^i^ - The stress in the outer fiber of section A is

prcTctically for ^ / and increases as b grows sm.aller until it
d >

reaches the value 5 5 ^ when ^ . The tension in the

inn'cr fiber grows smaller with b and beoomics £^ when ^ .^8 ; for

smaller values of this fiber is in com.pression. When ^-.83^

the stress in the inner and outer fibers of section A is the same

and is a tension of magnitude ~ . As was ^hown in sheet I, the

bending m.oment at section A disappears for this value of j and

the section is acted upon by the normial force Q alone.
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26. f^iJ!!!!^^ JlIl^TES^iiii® 5®£lii^»~ Whi^e ceclionr A end B are

of prime inportance ,lt. 1r lnr;truct Ivc^ anrl mtr re fating to find the

stresses in Intcrnediate cross sections and to observe tine law of

variation of strers from rection to Faction. With the length of link

we have assumed in the prcviour computat lonp ,vre shall find that in

the case of t'le open link,the maximum abrolute stress occurs in

either section or section B; but in the case of the stud link, it

will be found that the naximun tonnllo stress occurs at sor.e inter-

mediate section.

.For the purpose of exhibiting the stress throuj'^hout the link, let

us take a link v.'ith the proportions b - i,-^"^!
^
^= ^.-s"^.

Referring to the preceedin^: tables,vm find in connection with

this link the following values:

Sy'^o^ - ,S J /V ' - - ^^^r J

Coso^ = .(^ J ^ = ,3<^:^S~6l j

we will consider first the case of the stud link, '"he g^eneral

equations for the normal force a.nd b^^:nriing rom.ent are:
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v;r now iwvuxve values of g6 as O" , 10 20' ....... 90 " and cor.pute

for each value of p the valuo of p and at that section; ther.c

beln^ obtained, vre find tho ^trnsser. In Van. outor and Innrr '^ihrrn

or in any denired Intermediate fibers by means of formula (A),

The rerultn obtained are F-hown in table VITT.

The bending moment , it will be observed, is positive for value

of ^ between and o<
, ne£:ative between 60" and BO" , and is again

positive at 90" , that is^at section J^. There arc therefore two

sections at which par-ses tliroi:!gh the value 0; one lier>^o< and oo"

the other between 80" and 90° • To determine these sect ions,we have

the equation

/^t ~ - ^ (V^ s/^ ^ J- 5^c^j>,

frori which

solving.

3 f

The sections c or ronponding to those values of ^ are sub.iect to a

uniformly distributed stress wjiose magnitucie is

/ / / y /

The stress in the outer fiber is positive, thc.t Is^ trnnilc for
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(J> O ^ and decrease n in nngnltude as increases until between

60" and 70" it changes si^n and becomes negative Or oorpres«lve.

Between 70" and 80'' the strep.s a^^ain changieFi nlp-n^becoTrep, tensile^

and Increases as ^ approaches 90" . The stresr; in the nuier fiber

iR conpressive for^--0 and decreases in absolute ma^jnitude as ^

Increases from o" to 40"
. Between 40" and 50'' the stress changes

sign, becoF.es tensile and remains tensile as approaches 90*

The naximura value of this stress occurs when is about 70°
; as

shown by the table this stress is the f^reatest that occurs any sect-

ion of the link. To find the exact location of this ruction of

maxinum tensile stress, we proceed as follows:

From formula (A),
.

since for the inner fiber,
y

The section in question lies between
(f>

'
<=L and cp - ; hence
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For a naxinuin^

r

r
5_

If d€r-ired,thc values of <^ for which t/ie r^trnns in th<^ ov.ter rjicl

inner fibers is zero, nay readily be computed. For the outer fiber:

^ , J/, ^^^^ / - / -r -y

substituting J^- Q -t-

and
J,

A] -i- (^-y ( I - ) - ^-^
Y )

we obtain after recVaction

^*rori vfhich
. J 9 3 ^3

r

The location of the neutral line is oltained as follows: For this

line the stress is zero: hence

7

7

9"
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From the firr.t of thonc O'jurit Ions

,

A7

7 -^///"y^^/.y

6
1

/3,

2"5"
/V /V, -^^^

LiKewif?e froir. the r-econd oqu-iti on^

7 _

/7:>

,1 ^re^^ f- COS
,

1 ^
-7^

^ r

— —





Fj-C ^ rho\'fr graiihicHlly t.ho variation of the rtr(»nres in the

intermediate sectlunp. of a 5-tud link. The two curves In the upper

quadrant are obtalnc'd by lying off radic?,ily the lntenp.lt ier of

ntrepr. In the inner ond outer fibers of any sect Ion,unin^ the center

line ac a base, Tensile stronger; are rearured outV'.'8.rdf; jconprer • 1 ve

stresses towards the center of curvature. The scale adopted is

Ghowr. In the figure. In the lov;er quadrant is shown the location of

tne neutral line. Taking the v/hole link,there are eight sections at

which the bending mo'^.ent disappears- tv;o in each (luadrant; hence the

neutral line is a curve with eight branches,each branch having radii

through two section^- of zero bending Foirent as asymptotes.

27. The curves of the stresses In the intermediate sections of the
11

1

open link are shown In Fig 10, The figure is self- explaining and !j

il

hardly needs comment. There are only four sections of zero bending

momient and in conse^iuence the neutral line has four branches, of the

j

formi "hown in the lower quadrant. The data from, which the figure is|

drawn are readily obtained by methods already explained and are given
1

in table IX .

j

28, Stress at _a. section at which the_ Link has^ a sudden_ Change of

Cur^mtur^,- In conn<^ction VTith the results given in tables viil and

IX, there is one dif^^*e4ty to be noted. Refer 'to Fig 4, it is

Bcen that the sections E,e'f and f' separate parts of the link having

quite different radii of curvature; therefore, at these sections

there is a sudden change of curvature, Now ordinary static conditions

require that the change in the normal force ?;.nd likeviire the change

in the_ bending moment ,as we pass from one side of the section to thel
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ot her , Fhai 1 1 he. oont.lmuain; that is, arrive the r.ame nornal force

ancl !Tior.ent whether we ajproar^h the recti. on E fron alone the arc AE

or alone the arc HE. hut the arc BE has the radius of curvature BH

whi].e the pro /.E han the t;reater rnriiUF! CE^ r ;furtherrore ,the funct-

lonXher. different vf luer for the tv;o rrcr,. If now we consider the

<?ection E as belon^iins to the )oint be, the Ptresn givr-n by the

expression

ress is

The Secretary

Western Society of Engineers

1734-41 Monadnock Block

Chicago, U. S. A

nrence being

his result is

rivation of

' curvature is

of the stress

over such sections seems on that hypothesis (the Bernoulli-Eulerian)

to be arbitrary ,but it probably nay be safely taken equal to the

neaji of the tractions on either ride. I do not think this peculiar-

ity invalidates the solution for sections fit srirJ 1 distances from

those of discontinuity, "Doubt less the actual stress at such a sect-

ion cf^n be deternined by an extension of the method employed to de-

rive formula {A) » Since ,however , the stress at the rectjon in quest-

ion is of relatively small importance, I have not tnttempted to de-

rive a formula for it»
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othf-T ,Fh»M he contimiDUn; that if5,errlvo jit the r.ane nornal force

and rrior.ent whether we a,)prof</>h the rent Ion E fror. ».Ton£- the arc AE

or alone th^ arc BE, Hut the arc BE has the radius of curvature 3H

whi].e the pre /.F. ho.r the £;r(^ater rpdiup CK=- r ;fnrtherr,ore ,the funct-

ion Xh?r different vrluer for tho tvro pvcr,. If now we conridcr the

section E as belon^inp- to the :»oint BE, the ptresn ir. givr^n by the

expression

but if we consider it as belonging to the part AE/.he rftress is

These stresses are different ,the magnitude of the diffcrr^nce being

manifestly absurd,and is due to the fact that in the derivation of

formula (A) it is tacis^ly assumed thsi.t the vs.rlation of curvature is

continuous. Prof .Pearson says: "The exact distribution of the stress

over such sections seems on that hypothesis (the Bernoulli-Eulerian)

to be arbitrary ,but it probably may be safely taken equal to the

mean of the tractions on either ride. I do not think this peculiar-

ity invalidates the solution for sections at snrJl distances from

those of discontinuity. "Doubt less the actual stress at such a sect-

ion c«.n be determined by an extension of the method employed to de-

rive formula (A). Since ,however , the stress at the reetion in quest-

ion is of relatively small importance, I have not attempted to de-

rive a formula for it.

given by

shown in tables VIII and IX by the tv-ro v^.lues for .'Hiis result is'
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29, Maxlrain Trnrlle S^^^es^s ^SUid ^Lljiks It v/as Fhown In^rt,

26 that the tenrlle r,tre;-,s in thr Inner fiber of n nt^jri link han a

maximiun value for a value of ^ given by the(^quation

r Q.

It is necessary to investigate the magnitude of thin stress for

different values of ^ and compare it with the tcnr^ile stress in the

outer fiber at section A •

Since S - Q. (jp J

^he normal force ann nonent at this roc* ion are

/V^ - A/ 67a- - Qr C<ncj> — S r c<;s

Y
— — { QJr

The values of the nomcnt ,norml force, nnr' rrsnlting trnrile

stress are given in tablo X. '''he stresses are rhov/n by the dash

line curve, sheet III. Comparing this curve with the other curves,

it appears that for values of less than 2,this stress is the

absolute raximum tensile stress in thri link, and that for values of

pressive •

less than about 1.6, it is the maximum stress ,tensile or com-

b. Stresses in Link of Width 3.5 d

no. To determine the influence of length,! have chosen a constant

width 3.5 d ( y -= /,2j- oL^ ) for the link, and have varied the

length froFi 4 d to 8 d ( c;^ ^ / ^~ dl o- - 3. s- <^ ).





The details of the computation need not be ,?:lven; the principal

data and the reruits obtained rire exhibltnd in treble XT.

The result are phown graphically by the curves of sheets V and

VI, Innpection of f?heet V <^how<? that the bending rorent at rrction

A hap its greatest r]Ll.merical value for ^ — /.;b-,that is, for the

shortest link; this irioment decreases as the length of the link is

taken greater, and becomes ?;ero when the link becomes infinitely

long, '^he roncnt at section B h-ir llkcv/ise '^i r.axinum value for

^ 1
5~ it reaches o. r.inirnun v/hen ^ 2,P.b f^bout , and then j.n-

creases ,though very slowly^ as the length of the link is increased.
,

The rise in the norient for values of ^ less than ir accounted

for by. the rai)id deornar.e in the norral force as the link be cones '

I

shorter; this is shov/n by the curve of thr- nomal force at section
|

B, The drop in the norr.al force is due, of coiu?se,to the decrease in

the angle o( , If the length is nado infinite, the norral force has

the value — .6 ^ ^ <^ 6^ and the moment at B the va]ue

(
l.P.5-,6^^66) - <^ / 3 Y ^ U , ; these are^ therefore^ the

!

limits that the normal force and mom^ent at B cannot pass.

The variation of the stress at sections A and B as the length is

varied is shown by the curves in rhee.t VI, For values of less

than 3.5 , the tenrile stress in the in);er fiber of section A ex-

ceeds that in the outer fiber of section E by an appreciable amount.

However, the first mentioned stress decrease s,xvliile the other in-

_

creases, as the length of the link in increased; and fpr all values
;

of ^ greater than 3,5 the tensile stress at nection ? will exceed
il

that at section A, The co^pressii/^- stress in the outer fiber of



{



rection A ip rri)ll,i'nd decrcaBOfj a?; v;e lr.ii^thf:;ii the link, "T^rt Jn

thr j.rj-.pr flVf-r t)f rectJ on L nvoncricui ly the £;r( ntert of the four

stresses; it is a pinimun for valuer of ^ lying betwo^^n 2 and 2,5-_,

and plowly increaser. nr, the link is lengthened.

It ip evident fror. this invoHtii^-at ion that vrithin reanonah^.e lirits

the length of the link exerts ooirparat Ively little influence on the

maxinun stresses. With the width chosen, the- inof^t favorable value of

a is 3.5 d, if only tension is con'-idered ,and about 2.5 d if v^e basel'

the resistance of the link Ui)on the abrolute r^.axinum --tress ,vrhirh is

the compressive rtress in section B.

VI. DISCUSSTOTT OF RESULTS,

a. Influence Of the Forr Of the Link,

31. 'Hie j.nferenccs t be clra\Mi froir. the result?: of the preceding I

analyses ^as regard the form of the link^may be stated in few words..
|

i!

The breadth of the link has a marked influence upon the stresses

produced by a given load. As oho^m by the curves of nheet IV, the

wider, the link, the grf;ater the iiiaximun ytresses. This conclusion
;

li

might have been predicted, as it is evident that the wider the link
j

i

the greater the bending action.

The introduction of the ntud practically doubles the strength of

the link, provided the load is never great enough to Induce stresnerj|

r
beyond the elastic linit of the material. |^It has been the general

opinion of engineers that the stud link chain is stronger than the

open link chain; however the experiments of Committee D of the

I

United States board appointed to test iron sterol and other metals \

( See executive Doeurent ::o 98,Iiousc of Represcntativon , Forty fiftli
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Congrftss, second s(»Fnlon) seen to Indicate that the stud actually
j

weakens the chain,causing; it to rupture M.t a load lower than that

required to hreak an open link chain. At firr.t r-,i£;ht there ryperi-

rents rre^v^ to diri^rovc the result;^ given in the preocoding pager;

however^ in this case, fact and theory are easily rooonoiled. Jt ir

quite easy to understand that while the sturl link ir; much stronccr

than the open link,wi:iaH ])rovided the elastic limit is not reached,

the former may rupture with a r.maller load than the latter. In +he

first place, the collapse of the sides of the open link after the
il

elastic limit is passed decroasos the effective v/idth of the link,

and thus decreases the bendln^r nomerts and r^trcsses. If the iron

of which the link is const ructf*d ^ductile , the link m.ay collapse

until the sides are nearly parallel , and the stresses are lower than

in the stud link^t^.e ^^ides of which are prevented from collapsing

by the stud. Thus the actual distorsion of the open link {^ives it

a form of greater stren^iilh ,;vhich i;-- not the case with the stud link?]

Again,as will be shown presently the collapse of the sides causes
*

the links to nip each other, and this nipping action still further

reduces the stresses •

On the whole, it seems probable near the point of rupture the

stresses in the open link are less than those in the rtud link;

but this fact cannot be made to prove anyt'ing regarding the stresses

within the elastic limit,and there can be no doubt that for ordinary

working loads the chain made of rtud links is Tiaterially stronger

than one m.ade of open links. J
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The length of tho link has oonparat Ivr^ly little Influence upon

the strength of the link.
|

The f;t,ron2:ent link ir; one with rides co::vcx to thr center
I

I

(Lemnipcate forri) with a seriii-axin h — .7 d
,

ai^ob-tj + hat ir^the
j

breadth of the link ir; about 2.4 d. I

i

In any link there ir. in each quadrant at leant on^ poet ion at

which the bending noment is zero. At this section the r,trf5ss ic

mininuin, and here the link should be welded. The end of the link is

one of the dangerous points; hence the link should never be welded
;

at the end

•

b. '^he DiLtrlbution of the Pressure betwc-en the Links.
ij

32. It has been sho/ai very clearly in the preceding analyses that
j

1

considerable inportance attaches to the question of the distribution!

of the pressure between the adjacent links. As has been rhov.Ti,thc

worst possible case so far as concern3the strength of the link is
'i

that in which this pressure is concentrated at a point or along a i|

line,as vfould be the case w'^re a Imifn odgo employed. In r^re in-

stances- cis in v:eighing nachinnry- knife edges nay be used, and the

load may thus be concentrated. On the other hand, links of chains

fit each other to some extent ,and the pressure must be more or less
j

distributed. In the analysis ^I have assumed that the action is of a

journal and bearing and that the intensity of pressure varies as

j

the cosine of a ct'jrtain angle. This assumption I believe to be near;

the truth in the case of chains that have been some used so that theij

linkr have worn to a bearing and i)rovided the load is not great
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enoiii^h to appreciably distort the link. Under different ciroiAmrtanc^f^;,

however, the cor.inc lav;, no to speak, may not correctly represent the

distribution oi'^ressnvc. In the first place the adjacent links nay not

fit like a Joiirnca and bearing. If the link is rather v;ide,the rires-

sure may be nearly concentrated ,?Jid ar a result,the link will be

weaker than a link that fulfills the arsumed law. On the other hand

the links, if rather narrow,may wedge at their snail ends so that the

pressure is concentrated at two points at none distance from the ends.

In this case the stresses will be less than if the action is that

of a .journal and bearing;, /^^ain the link distorts v;hen subjected to

a heavy load and the rides approach each other. This action causes

the sides of each link to pinch or nip the adjacent link, and there

will result a new distribution of lOressure that evidently will not

be in accordance with the cosine law.

ppose there are tv;o links in contact as shown in Fig 11^ and





that thr corine law of dlr^tributlon ^loldr ^^ood . The resultant of

the preprurfi on one ride of the axin HB has the direction HP and

makes an angle 7 with HE. TTow if the sides of the lin^c are made to

approach ea^h other, it is evident that hf're \7ill be a pinching or

nipping action ret up,and because of the resistance of the link to

cOF.pression',the intensity of pressure will be increascci near the

section HE and diiiinished near the section HB, On the whole, there-

fore^ the pinching of the links will cause the resultant HR to assume

a new position HR' making the greater angle y'with the axis HB.

It is alnost self- evic-ent that the increase in thr angle reduces

the stresvS'es in the link. To show the extent of the reduction I have

chosen a somewhat extreme case. Let the semi -axis of the center-

line of the link be ol = and b = /,jr<?/ . '^he liormel force at

section B vre have found to be ^s~'-/s'C^ ( see table III ). This normal

force is the V- component of the resultant R, r>nd the H- component is

Q ; hence

suppose Tio-n that the resultant is shifted by the pinching action

between the. links ?o that the new angle V
' is 45" ; then

7 ^ ^ ^

and the normal force at the section B is equal to Q
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For r<*ot lonr; bctwrirn <t>
- oi u^i^ cf IL

,

The condition

lead.B to the equation

The insertion of the numerical values gives

The bending noment at noction B is therefore

The stresses obtained by substituting these moments in equation

(A) are as follows

:

/ ^ — /7/'^/_

/



/



7/

Conpqrlng thfise with the stresses in table v, vrr rrr thst there

is a reduction,especially at neotion ?.. The r.hlftlnc of the rrrullrnj

;
has reduced the he^vy compression in the inner fiher( - q , 2 8 i 8 j )

I
to the low value -.5931 Q. , It is, of oourfje ,evident that the

wedging of the links nust greatly relieve the heavy copipression at

section B; and as ^--hown this exaini>le,it reduces ,though to a less

I

degree,the other stresses.

This case is no doubt extreme,as it is unlikely that the angled

could reach a value as great as 45** with a link of the assumed pro-||

portions; still it is clear that an increase of V ,ni -ever small,

results in a diminution of the stresses produced by a given load.
|

Thin fact explains in some measure the high breaking load of the

^

open link as compared v/ith the stud link. When the open link is

I

subjected to the heavy load imposed by the testing machine, the ends

of the links are wedged so tightly that the chain become: rigid and
|j

relative motion between the links is almost impossible. This severe

wedging action must relieve to a great extent the large comipression

Rt section B, as v^ell as the tensi'Je stresses at both sections A and

B. \Vhen the stud link is pulled in the testing machine, this wedging
.\

action is alm.ost entirely prevented by the rtud.'^The points presented

in this article nay be assumed up as follows:
||

(1) . The naxinun r'-trossos possible are thf se given in table VII for

a concentrated load,

(2) . T'he stresses given in table V are substantially correct for

ordinary chains in which the links have worn to a bearing,

(3 ) . If adjacent link s have but a small rurface in contact, so that
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the resultant R, Fi^; 11, mkes an angle v;lth the axlr, HB rmaller

than 7 » the Rtressen \«1J.1 be between those ^ivcn in table V and VI]|

(4). When th*-- oiien link ic cubjectod to a load that caupes Itp,

sides to collapse,the resultant R, Fig 11, will nake -m -^jngle with

HB greater than 7^ anc^. the^ r.tresnes wli ; bf; loss than thocjc of table

V.

VTI. FnRI..fjr,AS FOR THE LOADING OF CHAI'NS.

33. Un\'-in^ ^lenonts of Machine Design, Part 1, P. 438,given the

following fornulas.

/3

He says further: "-For much used chain, subject froquently to the

maxinum loacv,it is b(?tter to limit the stress to 3 iif tons per sq in

In these for:nula r. ,p denotes the load in tons, and d the diameter in

Inches of the iron from which the chain is made,

Unwin says that Tov/ne limits the lo^idn in ordinary crane chains to

but quotes the follo-yn-ng table from Townes " Treatise on Cranes

j

! Diameter of iron
J- ^ ^
^ 3 -2^ / 6>

3 7 J,

/<& 8-

Load on chain^tons -^^ /
3

This table seems to be obtained from th' or^TAla
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Welsbach gives the formulas ( Kents Pocket Book,p,:^39)

In these forviular; p denotes the load in i)0iindr..

Bach, in hie " Ifaschinenolomonte " .r).5ir^ ^rr.^.yer. for nhainr, '.^ith open

links

p ^ 1000 ci"^ for new chains ,maxinim load seldom applied,

P = 800 d"^ for much used chain

.

p and arc *,akon in Kilograms e.ir^. cent ineters ,respectively.

Using povrnds and inches as the units, the formulas become

p = 13750 d"" •

p ^ 11000 d^..

For a f^tud link chain, Bac^i increases the rafe load 20 per cent.

If we write the formula for the safe load

P = ^ d^,

"the values of k givf^n by the authorites <iuoted are as follows,

p being taken in pounds:

0oen_ linK Stud_ link
Unwin ( o

.J Z ^ / & o

Weisbach /3 j

( /3 7 i-o
/

Bach / i ^ 3 2.0

\ / / O o o

34. These formulas seem to be based entirely upon the ultimate

strength of the chain when tested to destruction; Thus the safe

load is made a definite fraction of the proof load, which in turn is

a definite fraction of average breaking load. The more rational pro-
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cftdurr is to employ the naxinun ntrenr; prod.uc-c? ^y p:lven load in

a link of giv^-n forr. p.r. p. baplr for the rteterninnt ion of the pafe

loacl •

Let 8 denote the r.p.xir.iir i)ernipr.ih"'.ri Intensity of stress •

P " the nafe loacl

m " a oonptant, '/^hlch multiplied by ^ gives

the maximum fiber stress in the link.

Then, when 1 he chain ip subjected to its maximum load,we have

7^ ^

Referring to the c-arvef> , sheet r. Ill and IV,we find that for a stud

link of the ordinary proportion { ^= :2:S-cC j ^ - /.3^ ),the

maximum strr-ss is r-.bout ^ 7- , as '^hown bv the dotted curve.r
With an open link of the same proportion"^, the maximum tensile stress

is a little less than 4 — and. the maximum compressive stress,about

5 ^ . Open links how^^v^r are ^ however ,usually a little shorter, the

semi- axis a being as low as 1.8 d. As shown by sheet VI , this

shortening '-omewhat increases the stress. We are therefore -justified

is assuming the value 4^ for the maximum ten^^ile stress for all

open links of ordinary proportions; further it seems proper to base

the safe load on this tensiD.e stress rather than upon the greater

compressive stress at section B, because, as we have shown,this com-

pressive stress vail be materially reduced by the nipping action

between adjacent links.





7S-

Tudging froir the maximiun pornlnslblr* Ptrer^r^jn nnM in machine
!

.

construction in general, thr value of s -houlci not rycof^r? 15000

poimds per square inch. We have then

P =. 2L 15000 ^ 11780 d"" for rti:d lin'^r-

P jL 15000 d"^ = 5890 for oix^n link.

Or in round niinbers,

p ^ 12000 d^
, for .=^tud link;

^ 6000 d^
^

for onen link.

If the link have plrai^ht F.ider^,the value of m an shown by rheet

IV in about 3 ; and. for a link of lemnscate forrn 7rith b - 73 d ,the

valuer, of m. is \ .5~
j hence the F.afe load? for there links are in

I'ound numbers

p - ^ 15000 d*" =^ 12000 d"^ for link w/th r^traigbt nides
at-

p ^ ji 15000 — 16000 d^ for llnk/i ennincate form.

These values of the coefficient of d*' are niuch nnallcr than those

given by Unwin, Bach,and Weisbach; it is evident therefore^ that when

R chain is subjected to the ina?:inun load o*='rTr:itted by the for^^iuias In

current use, the intensity of stress is considerably above 15000

pounds per sq. in, and nay exceed the elastic limit .Doubt less the

frequent failure of crane chains nay be ascribed to this fact.
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